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#I. INTRODUCTION 
LET G be a compact Lie group, and M, N differentiable G-manifolds. The orbit space M/G has 
an induced “smooth structure” defined by calling a function on M/G smooth if its composition 
with the orbit map M + M/G is smooth (C”). A map M/G + N/G between orbit spaces is 
smooth if its composition with any smooth function on N/G is smooth. The notion of a smooth 
isotopy of the orbit space M/G then makes sense. These notions coincide with smoothness in 
the usual sense on G-manifolds each of a single orbit type. In this paper we study some aspects of 
the structure of orbit spaces using a natural semi-algebraic local model for the above 
formally-defined smooth structure. 
Conjecture (isotopy lifting property). If h : I x M/G + M/G is a smooth isotopy, and f0 an 
equivariant diffeomorphism of M covering ho = h I(O) x M/G, then there is a smooth equivariant 
isotopy f : I x M * M of f. covering h. 
We establish this conjecture in the case that all orbits have the same dimension. Notice the 
conjecture implies that a smooth isotopy of an orbit space preserves orbit type, whereas in the 
(continuous) covering homotopy theorem of Palais [9] the preservation of orbit type is assumed. 
The lifting of smooth isotopies strengthens certain classification theorems for smooth group 
actions of a type considered by Bredon[5]. Though Bredon’s biaxial actions of classical groups 
have orbits of different dimensions, their orbit spaces have simple enough singularities that the 
lifting of isotopies can be established by direct calculation (§4). 
The orbit space of a linear representation of a compact Lie group has a natural semi-algebraic 
structure as the image of a finite set of generators for the algebra of invariant polynomials. This 
semi-algebraic structure is a local model for analysis on orbit spaces. In general, a semi-analytic 
set has a natural stratification analogous to Whitney’s stratification of analytic varieites[l6]; in 
the case of orbit spaces this stratification coincides with the stratification by orbit type (§2). 
The isotopy lifting problem is equivalent o a corresponding infinitesimal problem: lifting 
“smooth vector fields” on the orbit space (43) to smooth equivariant vector fields. When all orbits 
have the same dimension, the local model is the orbit space of a linear representation of a finite 
group. The space of smooth vector fields in the local model is generated over the ring of smooth 
functions by real analytic vector fields (07). Though we establish the lifting of real analytic vector 
fields (66) by complexifying the linear representation and its orbit space (0% reality is essential. It
is well known that holomorphic differential operators on the orbit space of a complex 
representation of a finite group in general ift only to differential operators with meromorphic 
coefficients. The point is that the analytic stratification of the orbit space in the complex case is 
coarser than the stratification by orbit type. 
During the research for this paper the author had several helpful discussions with Thomas 
Bloom and Hugh Miller, and while writing it enjoyed the hospitality of the mathematics 
department at the University of Tel-Aviv. Gerald Schwarz made a number of useful observations 
on the original manuscript; in particular pointed out an error in the proof of Lemma 4 in the 
earlier version. 
82. THE LOCAL STRUCTURE OF ORBIT SPACES 
Let G be a compact Lie group and M a differentiable G-manifold. If G, is the isotropy 
subgroup of a point x E M, then the conjugacy class (G,) of G, is called the type of the orbit Gx. 
The set of orbit types is partially ordered as follows: (H,) S (Hz) if some conjugate of Hz is a 
subgroup of H1. The union M,,, of all orbits of type (H) is called an orbit bundle .since it is in a 
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canonical way a differentiable G-fibre bundle with the orbits as fibres. If M/G is connected, then 
there is a unique maximal orbit type (H), called the principal orbit type, such that !&,, is open 
and dense in A4, and A&,/G is connected. Bundles of orbits of smaller type have lower 
dimension; those of codimension one in M will be called exceptional and those of codimension at 
least two singular. Both M and its orbit space M/G are stratified by orbit type. 
By the differentiable slice theorem[4], the orbit space M/G is locally isomorphic to the orbit 
space of a linear representation of a compact Lie group. Consider, then, a compact Lie group G 
acting linearly on W”. The algebra of invariant polynomials on R” is finitely generated. by &,, . . . , 6 
say; we may always assume the di are homogeneous of positive degree. The map 
@ = (41,. * . , c$k):Wn+Rk 
induces a homeomorphism of the orbit space W”/G into Rk which is C” on each stratum. The 
image a@“) of R” is a semi-algebraic subset of the affine algebraic variety V = V(I) of zeros of 
the ideal I of algebraic relations among the d,, . . . , & (for semi-algebraic sets see [7]). 
Any smooth invariant function on R” can be expressed as a smooth function of the d,, . . . , C$k 
(this has recently been established by Gerald Schwarz [1 I]; see also [2] for finite group actions), 
so that the map Cp identifies the smooth functions on the orbit space R”/G with the restrictions of 
smooth functions on Rk to @(I%“). If BP” is another linear G-space, and X = (xl, . . . , xi): W” +W’ 
the orbit map given by a set of generators for the algebra of invariant polynomials, then smooth 
maps from W’“/G into W”/G are identified with maps from .x(W’“) into @(W”) which extend to 
smooth functions from W’ into Wk. 
Let a = (a,, . . . , a,) be a point in W”, and S a G, -invariant linear subspace of W” transverse to 
the orbit Ga at a (so that some neighbourhood of a in S is a slice for the orbit Ga). Let $,, . . , , I,$ 
be a set of generators for the algebra of G,-invariant polynomials on S vanishing at a, and 
VI = ($1,. . . , +,) the corresponding orbit map. The following proposition expresses the (analytic) 
coherence of the relations defining the semi-algebraic structure of the orbit space at nearby 
points. 
PROPOSITION 1. There is a real analytic isomorphism of a neighbourhood of the origin in the orbit 
space Y(S) C R’ with a neighbourhood of @(a) in @(R”). 
Proof. Since each G-invariant polynomial on W” is G, -invariant we can write 4i (x) - +(a) = 
p,(T(x - a)), where x = (x,, . . . , x,) E S C W”, and pi is a polynomial function on R’, i = 1, . . . , k. 
On the other hand every real analytic function in the xi - ai invariant under G, can be written as a 
real analytic function in the b,(x)- 4i(a)[ll, 931, so that P = (p,, . . . , pk):ft’ --* Rk provides the 
required analytic isomorphism of q(S), @(R”) near the orbit of a. 
We now show that the stratification of the orbit space @(W”) by components of the 
submanifolds of orbits of a given type coincides with its natural stratification as a semi-analytic 
subset of R“. Recall that a (primary) stratification of a semi-analytic subset E of 08“ is a locally 
finite partition of E into connected analytic manifolds, called the strata, such that the frontier of 
each stratum is the union of a set of lower dimensional strata[ 161, [7]. The natural stratification of a 
semi-analytic subset E of Rk of dimension p may be constructed in the following manner. Let Up 
be the analytic submanifold of regular points of E of dimension p (i.e. points with a neighbourhood 
in E which is an analytic submanifold of Rk of dimension p), and define Up-‘, . . , U” by 
decreasing induction as follows: Let p > q 3 0. Put Z” = E - (17” U . . . U V+‘) and denote by 
W4 the set of regular points of Z” of dimension q. Denoting by r,(A) (resp. s,(A)) the interior in 
W4 of W4 II A (resp. Wq -A) for any semi-analytic subset A of W*, we define 
uq = wq n n {r,(Fl) u s,(i?)), 
i’4 
where I’: are the connected components of U’. Then {I’,,‘} isthe desired stratification [7, $251. 
THEOREM A. The semi-analytic stratification of the orbit space @(W”) of the linear G-space W” 
coincides with its stratification by components of submanifolds of given orbit type. 
Proof. Let p = dim @(R”), and let X” be the union of components of dimension q of 
submanifolds ofthe orbit space comprising orbits of a given type. With notation as above, we show 
x4 = U’, q = p, p - 1, . . . , 0, by decreasing induction on q. 
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Assume X’ = U’ for j > q. It is clear then that X” C W”. Consider a point a E R” such that 
@(a)liesin@(R”)-(UP U . . U U"") - X“. and let S be a linear slice for the orbit Gu at u. By a 
linear coordinate change in S, we may assume that the isotropy subgroup H = G, acts orthogonally 
about he origin a of S, and hence on the orthogonal complement T of the fixed point subspace S” 
of H in S. Denoting by (y,. . . . . y,,, ) coordinates in T about a. we can choose a set of generators 
91,. . . t qh for the algebra of Go-invariant polynomials on T such that q,(y) = y,‘+ . * * + y,,,’ and 
each Gi is homogeneous of degree at least 2. By Proposition I, O(R”) is analytically isomorphic near 
@(a) to a neighbourhood ofthe origin in SW x P(T) C SW x R’. It is clear that Y(T) C R’ contains 
no non-singular analytic arcs through the origin, and hence that @(a) E W’. 
Thus X” = W’. Now using the induction hypothesis it is not hard to see that for each 
component I,.’ of U’, j > q. we have s,(r,!) = Wq - r,(T,I). Hence U” = W” =X”, and the 
theorem is proved. 
Remark. Since Proposition 1 shows that the canonical primary stratification of the orbit space 
of a linear representation of a compact Lie group is analytically locally trivial, it coincides in fact 
with the canonical secondary stratification; i.e. satisfies Whitney’s conditions (A) and (B) 
concerning limits of tangent planes. 
Now consider a finite subgroup G C GL(n). If the orbit of a point x E W” is exceptional, then 
G, is a cyclic group of order 2 generated by a reflection go E G in a hyperplane of R” containing x. 
The exceptional orbits of type (G,) are dense in the saturation of this hyperplane by G. Let G, be 
the subgroup of G generated by reflections in hyperplanes ofR”. The union of these hyperplanes i
an affine algebraic variety E in R” invariant under the action of G, and the exceptional orbit bundle 
is open and dense in E. By Theorem A the union of the strata of @(R”) of codimension 1is precisely 
the set of exceptional orbits, and by Proposition 1 an exceptional orbit has a neighbourhood in 
@(IX”) analytically isomorphic to a neighbourhood of a boundary point in a half-space 
Id” = {(VI,. . I yn) E R”jy, SO}. 
$3. THE LIFHNG THEOREMS 
THEOREM B. Let G be a compact Liegroup and M a differentiable G-manifold with orbits all of 
the same dimension. If h :I x M/G + M/G is a smooth isotopy. and f0 an equivariant 
difleomorphism of M covering ho = h KO} x M/G, then there is a smooth equivariant isotopy 
f:IxM-*Moff,, covering h. 
The unit interval I is always regarded as a trivial G-space, so that I/G = I. That h is a smooth 
isotopy of the orbit space M/G means there is a smooth map k : I x M/G + M/G such that 
(t,x)-+(t, h(t,x)), (t, y)+(t, k(t, y)) are inverses on Ix M/G. 
Consider a point (to, x0) E I X M/G and let y. = h(to, x0). Using the differentiable slice 
theorem we identify a neighbourhood of y. in M/G with a neighbourhood of the origin in the orbit 
space of a linear representation space BP” of a finite group. Let Q : R” + Rk be the orbit map given by 
a finite set of homogeneous generators (of positive degree) for the algebra of invariant polynomials 
on R” (so that y. is identified with Q(O) = 0 E W”). With this identification, (t  y)+ (t, h(t, k(to, y))) 
is a smooth map of a neighbourhood fI k+-I of (to, 0) E I X Rk into Z x Wk which is an isomorphism 
on (Ix a@“)) II Ink+,. Its inverse in a suitable neighbourhood of (to, 0) is given by 
(6 v)+(t, h(to,k(t, y))). 
It is clear that the isotopy (t, y)+(t, h(t, k(to, y))) must preserve both the regular stratum and 
the codimension one strata (i.e. boundaries of the regular stratum) of the semi-algebraic subset 
(I x @(R”)) r-l n,+,, hence that the smooth vector field 
in nki, is tangent o the regular and codimension one strata of I x @(R”). 
Definition. Let G be a finite group acting linearly on R”, and @ : El” + R” the orbit map given by 
a finite set of generators for the algebra of invariant polynomials. If v is a smooth vector field in a 
neighbourhood fik of 0 E Rk such that t’ is tangent o the regular and codimension one strata of 
@(R”) il &, then L’ is called a smooth vector field tangent to the orbit space a@“) in a 
neighbourhood of the origin. 
Denote by @* the tangent map of @. Note that if u is a smooth equivariant vector field in an 
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invariant neighbourhood s1. of 0 E R”, then @*u extends to a smooth vector field u in a 
neighbourhood of @(a,,) C Wk, such that u is tangent to @(W”). In fact v is tangent to each 
stratum of the orbit space. 
Using an invariant partition of unity subordinate to a covering of M by open tubular 
neighbourhoods of orbits, and standard arguments involving integration of vector fields, we see 
that Theorem B is equivalent to the following: 
THEOREM C. For a finite group G acting linearly on W”, let (0 :R” +Rk be the orbit map as 
above. If v is a smooth vectorfield tangent to WI”) in an open neighbourhood RI of 0 E R”. then 
there is a smooth equiuariant vector field u in @-‘(a,) such that @.+u = v. 
COROLLARY. Any smooth vectorfield in 0, tangent to the orbit space @(R”) is tangent to each 
of its strata. 
Theorem C will be proved in 06 and 97. Notice that the lifted vector field is necessarily unique. 
It is clear that our definition of smooth vector fields tangent to an orbit space may be used as a 
local model to define smooth vector fields on M/G, when M is a differentiable G-manifold with 
orbits of fixed dimension. Theorem C then takes the following global form: 
THEOREM D. If M is a diferentiable G-manifold with orbits all of the same dimension, then any 
smooth vector field on M/G lifts to a smooth equivariant vector field on M. 
If M is real analytic, then analytic vector fields on the orbit space in our sense provide an 
extension to a semi-analytic ategory of the notion of (first order homogeneous) differential 
operators on analytic spaces in the sense of Grothendieck (see [8], [3]), rather than vector fields 
on analytic spaces in the sense of Rossi[lO]. In terms of Whitney’s classification of possible 
definitions of tangent cones[l6], vectors fields in the former sense are fields of elements of 
tangent spaces C,, while those in the latter sense are fields of elements of C,. 
The following example shows that Theorems A-D are all false in the complex analytic 
category, indicating that differential operators on real spaces with singularities might be worth 
further study. 
Example. Consider Z2 acting by reflection in the origin of W (or C), so that the polynomial 
a(x) = x2 generates the algebra of &-invariant polynomials. Then O(W) is the positive half-line in 
R, while Q(C) = C, so that the natural analytic stratification of Q(C) ignores the orbit structure, 
and any analytic vector field is tangent o 0(C). An analytic vector field u = a(y)(dldy) on W (or 
C) lifts to an equivariant analytic vector field u precisely when a(O) = 0 (i.e. c is tangent o the 
orbit type strata). In this case there is an analytic function b(y) with a(y) = yb(y), and 
u = ixb(x*)(d/dx) is the unique analytic lift. 
$4. AN EXAMPLE: BIAXIAL ACTIONS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS 
In this section we illustrate the lifting of smooth vector fields from orbit spaces by 
establishing, by direct calculation, the theorems of 03 for G(n) (resp. Lr(rz). Sp(n )) acting on 
I%” x R" x R" (resp. W” x C” x C”, R” x (9" x Q", where 8 denotes the quaternions) by the trivial 
action on R” and the standard iagonal action on the last two factors. The calculation is made 
here only for the diagonal action of O(n) on W” x W” ; an additional trivial factor presents no extra 
problem, and the U(n), Sp(n) cases are similar. 
Denotes points of R” xiw" by pairs of vectors (xl. x2), and let (. . .) be the standard inner 
product on R”. The invariants for the standard diagonal action of O(n) are generated by 
y1 = (x1, xl>, yz = (x2, x2), y3 = (x1, x2>; let @::iR*” +W3 be the corresponding orbit map. There are 
no non-trivial algebraic relations among the basic invariants. The orbit space @(W’“) is the solid 
half-cone in W3 given by y3* s yIyz, yl + y2 2 0. 
A vector field v = o,(a/ay,)+ ~‘~(a/@~)+ u3(a/Jyl) in W3 is tangent to WR”‘) if and 
only if (Zui(a/ay,))(y,‘- y,yr) vanishes on the boundary of the solid half-cone: i.e. 
(zu,(a/ay,))(y,‘-y,yr) is a C” multiple of yc- y,y2 throughout, say, the half-space yl + ye 2 0. 
Since f (y ) = y?* - y, yr is homogeneous, solutions of the system of equations Zt+(c?f /d>l, I= df, with 
d smooth, are generated by the particular solution Xyi(a/ayi) for d the constant function 2. 
together with the set of generators (af/ayi)(a/ayj)-(af/ayi)(a/ayi)(i# j) for solutions of the 
homogeneous system Zui(af/ayi) = 0. It is easy to write down an analytic equivariant vector field u 
on R'" such that @:,u = u for v any of the above vector fields: any smooth vector field on the orbit 
space then lifts to a linear combination of these with smooth invariant functions as coefficients. 
Denoting the components of u by pairs of n-tuples u = (IL,, ul) the above generators and 
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corresponding equivariant lifts are: 
(U ,, u2, 4 = (Yl, Y27 Y3)r (u,, u2) = $Xl, x2); 
t-r,, Y2, Q, tc-Xl, x2); 
(2y3, 0, Yz), (x2,0); 
(0,2Y3, YlL (0, x1). 
95. COMPLEXIFICATION OF A FINITE GROUP ACTION 
In the remainder of the paper, G is a finite group acting linearly on R”. Without loss of 
generality we may assume G C GL(n); i.e. G acts effectively. 
We regard W” as the real part of the complex space C” with the complexification of the action 
of G (i.e. each element of G is represented by a real n x n matrix which acts on coordinates 
(z,. . . ,z. ) E C” in the same way as on coordinates (,Y,. . . ,x,) E R”). 
The complex conjugate of a point z = (z,, . . . , z,) E C” is denoted 5 = (fl, . . . , 2,). If X is a 
subset of C”, then X denotes {z)5 E X}. If X = X, then X is called real-symmetric. If f is 
holomorphic in an open subset R of C”. then 7, defined by J(z,. . . . , z,,) = f(f,, . . . ,5) is 
holomorphic in a. Also f = f in a neighbourhood of fi fl R” if and only if flsl rl R” is real (we 
then say f is “real”). A real analytic function f in an open subset R of R” has a holomorphic 
extension to a neighbourhood of R in C”; the extension is also called J 
Let 4*,. . . , 4k be a set of generators of the algebra of G-invariant polynomials on R”. Then 
41,. * . , C#Q also generate the algebra of invariant polynomials on C”. Let I C W[y] = R[y,, . . . , yk] 
be the ideal of algebraic relations among the 4,, . . . , qh; say I is generated by rj E W[y], 
j=l,..., (Y (we write I = (rj)). The ideal I* C C[wl= C[w,, . . . , wr] of complex algebraic 
relations among the 4,, . . . , cjk is the complex ideal generated by I. Let V = V(I) (resp. 
V* = V*(I*)) be the real (resp. complex) affine algebraic variety in R” (resp. C”) of zeros of I 
(resp. I*). Then V*, called the complexification of V, is the unique smallest complex variety in Cc” 
containing V. V* is real-symmetric and V is the real part of V* [15,§10]. 
As usual @ = (4,, . . . , ch) denotes the orbit map. Then V* = @(C”), the orbit space of the 
action of G on C”. The principal orbits form a real-symmetric connected open dense analytic 
submanifold V% C V* contained in the submanifold of regular points. The real orbit space @(R”) 
is a semi-algebraic subset of V, and the set of principal orbits is a non-empty open subset of 
va n w 
Now let Go be the subgroup of G generated by reflections in hyperplanes, and E C R" (resp. 
E* C Cc") the union of the hyperplanes of reflection. Then E is a G-invariant afhne algebraic 
variety in W”, and E* is the complexification of E. The orbit space O(E*) of E* is a 
real-symmetric affine algebraic subvariety W* of V* 16,043 given by the vanishing of an ideal J* 
generated by real polynomials P, p = 1, . . . , /I. The orbit space Q(E) is a semi-algebraic subset of 
the real part W of W*; here W = W(J), where J = (s,). The set of exceptional orbits W’6 of C” is 
a real-symmetric open dense analytic submanifold of W*, and each component of Wt intersects 
Q(E) in a non-empty open subset of W$ n R”. 
The notation of this section will be fixed in the remainder of the paper. 
56. LIFTING ANALYTIC VECTOR FIELDS 
In this section we prove *Theorem C for analytic vector fields. To be precise: 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(n ), @:R” -+Rk the orbit map given by a set of 
generators d,, ~ . ~ , 4k for the algebra of G-invariant polynomials, and a, the tangent map of @. 
Zf E is a real analytic vector-field tangent to W%“) in an open neighbourhood flk of 0 E Rk, then 
there is a real analytic equivariant vector field u on @-‘(nk) such that @*u = v. 
Proof. We first extend r to a (“real”) holomorphic vector field v = 2!=lvi(w)(a/awi) in a 
real-symmetric neighbourhood Rf of nk in Ck, such that VS fl RX remains connected. Since 
c(flk is tangent to the regular submanifold of @(R”) n nk, then ~~-,vi(W)(arj/awi)(w) = 0, 
j=l ,.... CK. on a non-empty open subset of VX f~ RI. Hence 2ui(ari!~w,) ~0. j = 1, . . . . a. on 
V8 II flk (so in fact ~vt(arj/dWJ~)e(r,) for each j). 
In particular, L’ is tangent to the complex analytic submanifold of principal orbits in V* fl iX. 
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But @ restricted to the principal orbit bundle of C” is a local isomorphism, so that c lifts to a 
unique holomorphic equivariant vector field u on the principal orbit bundle of @-‘(0X) C C”. 
Next we show that u can be continued analytically across the exceptional orbit bundle. Using 
(a complex version of) Proposition 1, the orbit map in a neighbourhood of an exceptional point of 
@-‘(fit) may be taken as (w,, w2,. . . , w.) = (z,*, zr, . . . , I”). It is not hard to see that, in these 
coordinates, the holomorphic extension v = X_,vi(w)(J/awi) of a real analytic vector field 
tangent o the orbit space must satisfy v,(O, wI,. . . ) w.) = 0, so that u,(w) = w,a(wl,. . . , w.1 
with a holomorphic. Then u(z) =iz,a(z12. z2,. . . , =,,)(a/a~,)+~~=zv,(2,2. z2. . . , z,)(d/azi) is the 
required holomorphic lift. 
We have now lifted v to a holomorphic equivariant vector field on the union of the principal 
and exceptional orbit bundles of a-‘(fii). Since the union of the singular orbit bundles has 
codimension at least two, then by the Hartogs Extension Theorem [14, Chap. 2, 051 this lift 
extends to a unique holomorphic equivariant vector field u on @-‘(fit) such that cP,u = v. 
The restriction of u to W” is a real analytic equivariant vector field u such that @,u = v. 
$7. LIFTING SMOOTH VECTOR FIELDS 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem C. 
LEMMAS. A real analytic vectorfield v = IZs_,v,(y)(d/ay,) on Cl, is tangentto @(IV) ifandonlyif 
it satisfies the following relations : 
r:=,vi$ E (r-l), j=l,...,a; 
I 
zLv,$ E (s,), p = 1,...,p. 
I 
The first set of relations was obtained in 06, and the second may be obtained similarly. 
Denote by ‘Z(fl,) the algebra of C” functions on Rt (with the C” topology), and I the 
algebra of real analytic functions on R,. Using Lemma 2, we see that the O(&)-module of analytic 
vector fields tangent o a@“) is finitely generated, so that the 8(Rk)-submodule M of %(a,)” 
generated by analytic vector fields tangent o @(IX”) is closed 113, Chap. VI, Corollary 1.51. 
Let R, = @-I(&). The orbit map @: R” +Rk induces a ring homomorphism a*: Z(G) + 
%(a.) given by Q*(h) = h 0 @, hence also a @*-homomorphism q = (a*)* : %‘(fL)* --, %(CL>k (i.e. 
for all h E %(fik) and v E %(fik)“, P(hu) = @*(h)@(v)). Since @*(%‘(&)) is the subalgebra of 
%(a.) of smooth invariant functions on a. [2], then @*( %(a,)) and hence p’( %@k )“) are closed. 
LEMMA 3. q(M) is a closed subspace of s(fL)“. 
Proof. Recall that M is a closed submodule of s(fik)” generated by finitely many analytic 
vector fields, u’, . . . , urn say. The submodule it? of %(a,)” generated by q(u’), . . . , ‘P(u’“) is 
closed. It suffices to show Y(M) = IIr(%(R, )“) fl 6f. The operator av: P(R,, )k + g(fI,)“, given by 
averaging each component function over G, maps q(%(flk)“) n fi onto ‘l’(M) since 
av(&f) = Y(M). But av is the identity on y(%(&)*) rl &f since it is the identity on ‘I’(%‘(&)“). 
To prove Theorem C it suffices, by Lemma 1, to prove the following result: 
LEMMA 4. If v=(v,,..., uk) E iff(nk)* is a smooth vector field tangent to WI”), then 
‘P(v) E ‘l’(M). 
Notation. For b E fik, ZFb denotes the R-algebra of infinite Taylor expansions at b of elements 
of %‘(a,). By the generalized Bore1 Theorem 113, Chap. IV, Remark 3.51, 9% is isomorphic to the 
formal power series ring R[[yl, . . . , yk]]. Let Tb : i?(nk)’ + Fbr be the projection associating to 
each function its formal Taylor expansion at 6. For f E %(flk) we write 
(Tbf)(y) = ZLT(y - b)“, 
where the sum is over al1 multi-indices m = (ml, . . . , mk), ym denotes Ylm’ . . . yk”‘? 
m!=m,!... mk !, and f m = D”f = (a’“‘f/ay”). We give 9,, the topology of simple convergence of 
coefficients (i.e. the Whitney topology at a point: cf. [13, Chap. IV, $31). 
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ProofofLemma 4. Let y@) be the set of elements of %(a,)” which are orbitwise in 9(M); i.e. 
v(ij‘M) = (5 E %(&)“I for each y E & there exists 7 E M such that ‘J’(q) - I is flat on a-‘(y)}. 
By Tougeron’s extension of Whitney’s pectral theorem [ 121, p@) = V(M) since ‘P(M) is closed. 
Hence to prove Lemma 4 we need only show that if t‘ = (u,, . . , a) E %(a,)* is a smooth vector 
field tangent o @CR”). then T,,t’ E T,,M for all h E @(sZ,,). 
Taking formal Taylor expansions of the relations 
%,(Ui o@) $3 =o, 
(, > 
j=l,...,a, 
at a E R,, we obtain 
CPSITa(ui o@)(x)T.($e@)(x)= 0, j = 1,. . . , a, 
by Leibniz’s formula, and then 
Xr-,~~.,a(Ip(x))~(~(x)) = 0, j=l,...,LY, 
by the chain rule (since ar,/ay, and @ are polynomials). It follows that zr=,Tb~i(y)(ari/ayi)(y), 
j=l,..., a, belongs to the ideal in 95 generated by the rf (in fact by Proposition 1 and the 
homogeneity of the basic invariant polynomials, we may approximate this formal power series by 
a sequence of analytic germs at b which vanish when composed with @, hence lie in the ideal 
generated by the rr in the ring of analytic germs: the closure of this ideal in 5% is still generated by 
the rr). Likewise zl-,TbVi(Y)(aS,/aY,)(Y), p = 1 , . . . , /3, belongs to the ideal in 9% generated by 
the s,. 
In other words, at b = @(a) there are formal power series h;,(y), j, I = 1,. . . , a, and Izpq(y), p, 
s=l,.~.,P, such that (TG(Y), ii,(y), &,4(y)) is a formal solution of the system of analytic 
equations 
%V,$(Y) = X=,Aj,n(y), j=l,...,cy, 
, 
Z:_,+(Y) = Z:pI~LpsS4(y), p=l,...,/3. 
I 
By Artin’s implicit function theorem[l], there is an analytic solution of the system which 
agrees with the formal solution to any given order at b. 
Hence for all b E @(CL); Ta E TbM C Fbk. But again since M is generated by finitely many 
analytic vector fields, then TbM= TbM, so that T,,u E TbM. 
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